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Georgina Cries may be described as an ice-brGaker in terms of both 
the workshop and the concert. It no great musical skill (just a 
large lung capacity), and for this reason was the first piece rehearsed 
in the afternoon. Everyone is required to sit in a semi-circle with a 
drum and a pair of sticks, joining ' in turn with a piercing yell and 
giving a dru'm-flam when one 1 s breath runs out. This is a highly , 
dramatic and emotive piece, beginning and ending a solo singer and 
one drum-flarri from everyone, with a' comolex period in the middle when 
everyone i 's yelling ' following person's breath-end with a flam! 
A member of the audience told me that though he soon realised what was 
happening, he ' never ceased to be surprised at each verbal entry. 

Triple Concerto, the next item on the prograrrnn2, usually performs 
I -

successfully. I found this performance particularly exhilerating. The 
work falls into three sections, slow-fast-slow, with a different soloist 
for each section. Instructions are handed out indicating speed, dynamics 
or musical ideas, and w"hether one is a soloist or accomnani s t. No one 
knows who the soloists are until each one declares himself by opening 
his section. Cardew himself was particularly impressive at the piano. 

One of Cardew's major musical principles is the need for 
audience participation. Th:i's was certainly met in the first part of the 
next piece performed, a vocal composition, paragraph 7 of The Great 
Learning, a Chinese poem _set by Cardew. The _performers mingled with the 
audience and instructed them in what to do. Each line of the text is 
sung a prescribed of times, only chaneing note when moving to a 
new line. One starts on a predetermined nOte and moves to any note 
which can be heard when each change is made. Thus notes with strong 
_harm6nics - and riotes from prominent voices tend to dominate, making the 
chord less complex towards the middle of the ·but because some 
people . inevitably sing out of tune, the chord complexity usually 
increases towards the end. All this however formed only the accompaniment 
for a long solo song (again a Chinese poem) from Cardew. When each 
performer finished singing they took up their instrument(s) and continued 
the accOJ;npaniment with I Scratch' music. I Scratch' music is essentially 
something ' personal. Each participant composes a simple musical (or non-
musical) - idea for himself to play at regular, or irregular, time 
intervals _. ·Of necessity the idea should be interesting to play, as it 
is ' usual:ly played for a long time (in our case about three-quarters of 
an hour). The performer should not -however play regardless of what is 
going on around him, but should be of his fellows and aim to make 
a valid contribution (a comment on the ideal Society, maybe?). 'Scratch' 
music is not, in practice as easy, or disorganised as it sounds. Cardew 
says that experience is the only require.ment for its success. Obviously 
most people at the workshop had little or no experience in this field, 
and though it was very satisfying to play, one felt that the whole was 
somehow lacking. 
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